3rd Grade Choice Board #2 (April 20, 2020)
Below are some optional and ungraded activities to help your child to
continue to grow and learn!
Monday
(Language
Arts/Writing)

Tuesday
(Social Studies)

Wednesday
(Math)

Thursday
(Science)

Today’s Lesson

Main Idea and Details

Social Studies Lesson

3.4b Solve Multiplication
and Division Word
Problems

Scientific Method video

Task 1

Pause the lesson video
at 22 minutes. Write
what you think is the
main idea and 3 details
of “Food and Drink”.
Press play to see the
answer!

Tell at least 2 landforms
from each continent we
talked about from
MEMORY

Multiplication and
Division Word Problems
Directions for solving
multiplication and
division problems

Learn about the
importance of hand
washing with this fun
experiment! Remember to
use the scientific method!

Magic Finger Experiment

Blank Map

Task 2

Read a nonfiction book
on Myon, Epic, or one at
home and then do the
following activity
1. Write what the
main idea of a
section, chapter,
or page.
2. Write three
supporting
details.

Copy and paste this link
into your search bar to
open the blank map.
THEN label the three
continents and 3
landforms from each
continent on this map
(don’t lose this map you
will need it next week as
well)

Task 3

For added challenge
please check out Mrs.
Crawn's activity on Word
Ladders.

Get on Epic and pick a
nonfiction book about
one of the three
continents you want to
learn more about and

Moby Max - work
through your math
assignments
-orProdigy

Moby Max - fact fluency
-orMath Magician - math
fact fluency practice

Use this fun experiment
to practice using the
scientific method,
Gummy Bear
experiment!
Gummy bear
experiment

Create a poster on why
you think Science is
important. Include
information and pictures

Word Ladder Activity

read it. Write one cool
fact about what you
learned to send to your
teacher!

that demonstrate why
you believe Science
should be studied and is
relevant to everyday life.

